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Abstract 
 

There is a requirement of algorithm when records are composed on both the sides then there is frequently ink leeks through the 

sheet of  paper. This is a typical problem with older records and when quality of paper is low. We need a technique to minimize 

the increasing presence of bleed-through of ink on the paper. In this paper  we will see that two techniques are proposed for handling 

and removing ink–bleeding. The primary strategy is established on Blind Segmentation Approach which utilizes data from only 

single side of the doc and another technique depends on the examination of data on the paper from the two sides of the examined 

record and established on an enlistment procedure which targets taking a shot at both the verso as well as  rectro sides all the while. 

The two principles are then being contrasted & there is a comparison with Otsu's strategy which will perform upgrade through the 

process of “thresholding”. Digital reports/documents ordinarily experiences numerous disintegration. These deteriorations can 

either happen while we scan or in light of physically originated condition. “Ink-draining” can be a physical deterioration that can 

happen because of ink's leaking from single sides of a page to the opposite sides of the pages. Subsequently a few patterns emerged 

with the main content. Along these lines falls apart the neatness of the document, in a noteworthy way. The seriousness and 

attributes of ink-seep through relies on the accompanying components: (1) Ink's composition (chemical), (2) chemical and physical 

composition of  paper, (3) Quantity of ink used and the thickness of paper (both spatial shifting), (4) Age of Document (5The 

humidity content in atmosphere where the documents are kept. One of the methodology that is utilized to decrease ink-drain is the 

physical restoration approach in which the record is set in a synthetic washing that expels “ink” from it. Constraints of this 

methodology are (1) it requires around 4 weeks to address a single bind volume, and requires all pages to be unbinded, washedup 

and dried, and afterwards again binding the documents. (2)  Include danger of harm to the source material (3) potentially removing 

daintily composed forefront ink.   (4) Environmental risks from harsh solvents. Undoubtedly, an advanced digital approach that 

works on pictures of the records is wanted as another option. 
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